
Corse� Curiou�
Still having trouble keeping up that beautiful feminine body, even though you have been dieting
and exercising? Need something erotic to help motivate you into becoming the perfect sex toy
for any horny stranger willing to use your delicate body? Wait no more! With the help of Corset
Curious you too can develop the body you’ve always wanted, while looking your very best doing
it!

Become uncomfortable when you aren’t wearing restrictive clothing. Idolize the beautiful woman
and sexy porn stars that love to wear corsets throughout their day. Become even more
obsessed with your figure, needing to lace your sexy clothing tighter and tighter whenever
possible. Remember that tightening your corset helps you not eat as much fattening food and
leads you to develop an even more attractive feminine figure.

Why not give corsets a try? Through consistent body motivation you too can have the feminine
figure of your dreams! Look sexy and encourage dominant strangers to fuck you while you feel
and look your best every day. Listen and learn to love your sexy silhouette!

✧ Loving myself whenever I am wearing a corset.
✧ Feeling at peace and comfortable whenever I am wearing restrictive clothing.
✧ Knowing that corsets are sexy and completely natural for me to wear each and every

day.
✧ Remembering that corsets help me stay thin and perfect whenever I am wearing them.
✧ Knowing that I am completely uncomfortable and anxious whenever I am not wearing my

corset.
✧ Lacing my corset even tighter whenever I get the chance.
✧ Knowing that I am sexier the tighter I can lace my adorable corsets.
✧ Needing everyone to see how much I love wearing my beautiful corsets whenever I am

in public.
✧ Feeling accomplished whenever I buy another beautiful corset.
✧ Feeling great whenever I tell others about my deep love for corsets.
✧ Shopping for sexy new corsets whenever I am bored.
✧ Feeling anxious if I ever have to hide my beautiful corsets.
✧ Remembering how relaxed and at peace I have been in the past whenever I have worn

a pretty corset.
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✧ Remembering the times in my past where wearing tight restrictive clothing throughout
my day made me more confident and focussed.

✧ Knowing that I have a hard time focusing on anything productively unless I am wearing a
beautiful corset to help me feel sexy and confident.

✧ Remembering that I am working to become sexier and more feminine the more I wear
my beautiful corset.

✧ Loving the fact that wearing corsets all the time helps me eat less and become even
more desirable.

✧ Easily forgetting any memories from my past in which I was not wearing a corset.
✧ Throwing away any memories from my past in which I wasn’t completely obsessed with

wearing stylish corsets.
✧ Knowing that corsets are simply a part of my everyday life and being completely fine with

that fact.
✧ Idolizing sexy women and models who love to wear pretty corsets.
✧ Always masturbating to anyone getting fucked while wearing a sexy corset.
✧ A sexy porn star. Getting fucked in the beautiful corset that makes her feel the most

seductive and comfortable.
✧ A beautiful dominatrix. Wearing a sexy leather corset to help her feel powerful and

dominant.
✧ Remembering all the compliments I’ve always received on my sexy corsets from the

people in my life that matter the most to me.
✧ Forgetting any boring memories in which I have not been wearing a corset.
✧ Loving myself whenever I am wearing the tight, form-fitting, outfits I love to wear the

most.
✧ Completely turned on by anyone I see wearing a corset.
✧ Knowing that I have an uncontrollable compulsion to wear beautiful, corsets each and

every day.
✧ Remembering that wearing a corset always helps me feel better.
✧ Thinking about all the times I wore my corset to make myself feel happier whenever I

was sad.
✧ Loving the way a beautiful model’s body looks whenever she is wearing a pretty corset.
✧ Those times I thought I had no confidence in myself, but then wore a beautiful corset to

make myself feel better.
✧ Posing with my body in the mirror whenever I wear a tight, sexy, corset.
✧ Needing my comfortably tight corset to stop me from eating too much and getting

completely fat and ugly and undesirable.
✧ Smiling as I imagine my body permanently hugged into a cute hourglass shape.
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✧ Loving the stares I get from strangers whenever I walk down the street in my beautiful,
form-fitting, outfits.

✧ Needing others to give me compliments on the beautifully tight outfits I love to wear.
✧ Believing in myself whenever I am wearing my corset.
✧ Finding it completely impossible to pleasure myself when I am not wearing my adorable

corset.
✧ Needing a corset to enjoy every sexual experience.
✧ Thinking about the first time I ever masturbated. Remembering how sexy and erotic the

models wearing the sexy corsets were.
✧ Knowing that my fascination with corsets of all shapes and sizes has always been a

lifelong obsession.
✧ Always making sure that my outfit matches the corset I plan to wear for my day.
✧ Having complete faith in myself to make the right decisions whenever I am wearing a

corset.
✧ Imagining myself sitting comfortably in my house. Watching tv in my beautiful corset.
✧ Knowing that I can’t wear a pretty corset for too long without completely turning myself

on.
✧ Making sure that I always walk seductively so that strangers will have a chance to look at

my beautiful corset.
✧ Always taking pictures of myself in all my form-fitting outfits.
✧ Needing others to give me compliments on the size of my waist.
✧ Feeling uncomfortable and unloved whenever others forget to compliment me on my

perfect hourglass figure.
✧ Fantasizing about having a beautiful, hour-glass, figure for others to compliment.
✧ Only happy with myself when my body is perfectly shaped by my beautifly-sexy corset.
✧ Touching myself whenever I see a body shaped by a beautiful corset in public.
✧ Just knowing that my sexy lovers will want to throw me down on the bed and use me like

I’ve always wanted to be used if I keep wearing my corset.
✧ Bored and unaroused by any sexual situation that doesn’t contain a corset.
✧ Practicing walking in my pretty corset in front of the mirror.
✧ Fantasizing about how arousing and seductive my body could be if I started wearing a

corset.
✧ Having trouble sleeping whenever I am not wearing my corset.
✧ Remembering that I have never had good dreams without being laced into my adorable,

form-fitting, corset.
✧ Believing that wearing a corset is good for me and will make me healthier in the long run.
✧ Fantasizing about a partner who can lace me tightly into my corset before they fuck me.
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✧ Being honest about my corset fetish so that I can find a partner who wants to fuck me
while I am wearing one.

✧ Excited to take dancing lessons to learn how to move seductively in my sexy corset.
✧ Fantasizing about all the strangers touching my beautiful body once I wear my beautiful

corsets enough.
✧ Dreaming about the day I never have to take off my pretty corsets.
✧ Wearing a corset every time I eat to make sure that I maintain my perfect figure.
✧ Thinking about erotic corsets constantly.
✧ Always anxious and worried that I am not wearing the cutest corset I could be.
✧ Aroused and excited about all the new people I am going to turn on with my perfect,

hourglass, figure.
✧ Feeling great pleasure and pride and confidence whenever I buy a new corset.
✧ Constantly looking for new corsets to own and wear.
✧ Bragging about my collection of beautiful corsets to my friends.
✧ Proud to show off my seductive corsets to my dominant lovers.
✧ Wearing a pretty corset every day to make my body perfect and fuckable for the hunky

strangers that will want to use me.
✧ Turned on at the thought of working out in my adorable corset.
✧ Remembering how my beautiful corsets help me with my posture and prevent me from

ruining my perfect figure by eating too much.
✧ Telling everyone I meet about how useful and sexy and perfect corsets are.
✧ Excited to shop for perfect, form-fitting clothing that can show my body off in exactly the

ways that I want it to be shown it off.
✧ Confident that I can make my body the sexiest it has ever been with the help of my

perfectly adorable corsets.
✧ Moaning while my dominant lover fucks me in the ass while I wear my seductive corset.
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